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Readers will find The Big Both Ways filled with complex characters, passion, greed, fe In his
much-anticipated new novel, Straley has crafted a completely original thriller that pays homage to Raymond
Chandlers gritty detective stories and John Dos Passoss evocative U.S.A. trilogy.
The Big Both Ways by John Straley - Goodreads
"The Big Both Ways" is a wonderful book that is much more than a story about what happened to three
people traveling north from Seattle on a small boat. It deals with crime, punishment (there are those Russian
authors again), loyalty, devotion to cause, and the power of optimism.
Amazon.com: The Big Both Ways (9781616953171): John
"The Big Both Ways" is a wonderful book that is much more than a story about what happened to three
people traveling north from Seattle on a small boat. It deals with crime, punishment (there are those Russian
authors again), loyalty, devotion to cause, and the power of optimism.
The Big Both Ways - Kindle edition by John Straley
The Big Both Ways is a wonderful continuation of a great writer - and I look forward to many more with the
great aspects of this book - riveting plot and great quirky characters. For the next book, perhaps he will bring
back one of my favorite characters - Blossom, who would be all grown up.
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The Big Both Ways. by John Straley. Thanks for Sharing! You submitted the following rating and review. We'll
publish them on our site once we've reviewed them.
The Big Both Ways ebook by John Straley - Rakuten Kobo
But along the way, he rescues a woman and her young niece from their car in the ditch, and his life takes a
hard turn. The woman, Ellie Hobbes, is an archist with big dreams.
The big both ways (eBook, 2014) [WorldCat.org]
But along the way he rescues a woman and her young niece from their car in a ditch, and his life takes a hard
turn. The woman, Ellie Hobbes, is an anarchist with big dreams-but first, she has to take care of that pesky
dead body in the trunk of her car.
Recorded Books - The Big Both Ways
About The Big Both Ways. Rattled by the gruesome accidental death of a coworker, Slip Wilson quits his job
at a logging camp, and decides to make a clean start in Seattle. But along the way, he rescues a woman and
her young niece from their car in the ditch, and his life takes a hard turn. The woman, Ellie Hobbes, is an
anarchist with big dreams.
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